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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter April 07, 2021 

Headlines for market catalysts were scarce this morning and truthfully all day. 

The biggest news really was the release of JP Morgan Chase CEO Jamie 

Dimon’s annual letter. 

Here is a bit of what he had to say.  “I have little doubt that with excess 

savings, new stimulus savings, huge deficit spending, more QE, a new 

potential infrastructure bill, a successful vaccine and euphoria around the end 

of the pandemic, the U.S. economy will likely boom,” Dimon said in the letter. 

He also believes the markets are likely to stay bullish overall into and through 

2023. 

Could that time period possibly coincide with the fact Fed Chair Powell says 

they don’t see a need to raise interest rates and likely won’t through 2023 – 

possibly. 

The markets didn’t set the world on fire with tremendous gains, in fact the 

Dow was up 16 points, NASDAQ dipped a bit, and the S&P was up say 5 

points… all making for a fairly quiet and uneventful day. 

The tiny gain in the S&P still resulted in a new all-time high for it. 

The minutes from the Fed’s last meeting showed they were still committed to 

an accommodative policy intended to support the economy in getting back to 

a full recovery. 

Maybe we get more scintillating news in days to come, but days like this are 

nice in that there wasn’t much to digest. 

We really didn’t have the financial news networks driving what we are 

supposed to believe and how we are supposed to act.  Days like this we can 

just let our positions continue to work. 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
 
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust 
 

 
 
I have the Channels that the tools auto calculate and place on the charts to see 
if I can see a potential price target for SPY. 
 
Should the upward momentum in price continue I can see SPY hitting 410, 
(one channel, the longest, magenta colored channel top is at 415). 
 
You know that I like to do support and resistance analysis and one pattern 
that happens often is where an old resistance level becomes new support. 
 
I have the dark blue, horizontal line drawn in on the chart image above where 
an old resistance level was at; call it 400. 
 
If profit taking sets in and brings SPY down in price it may find that old price 
resistance level as new support. 
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 
 

 
 
TLT broke out of the tiny triangle pattern to the upside. 
 
An expectation for a price move post an upside breakout like this is the widest 
width of the triangle differential from the breakout price higher. 
 
TLT has been in a down trend for awhile now and it is quite a sizeable drop in 
price that it may not trade higher so easily. 
 
It is consolidating in price the past 4-trading days. 
 
This has me a bit suspect of the strength in bonds and if we will see any more 
any time soon. 
 
TLT can just as easily break the ascending support which could see it attack its 
lows back around 133. 
 
A move like that would mean we still have strength in equities. 
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund 
 

 
 
Though our tools does not draw in Elliott Waves, this price action from the 
early January lows is similar Elliott Wave counts. 
 
If one wants to further think Elliott Wave, one could say 3 waves have 
completed and we are in a wave 4 pull back. 
 
If the price holds where its at and moves higher one could expect a 
resumption of the uptrend, again off the January lows.  A resumption of the 
uptrend could result in UUP breaking above and trading higher than its most 
recent pivot point high. 
 
If UUP’s pullback from the most recent pivot point high is a reversal of trend 
UUP could test 24.70 (old resistance becoming new support. 
 
Even though we tend to see UUP up and equities lower, the fact equities have 
held up in this upswing in UUP could be telling us we may see UUP lower in 
the short-term. 
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP 
 

 
 
Since I mentioned last week a rising dollar could have a bit of an affect on oil 
prices, I might as well mention that UUP (representing the US Dollar) has been 
in a bit of a slide the last 6-trading days. 
 
USO hasn’t necessarily climbed higher the same past 6-trading days, but it is 
seeing slightly higher lows from the mid-March low. 
 
The dotted lines are the triangle pattern I highlighted last week, and the solid 
lines are how the triangle pattern has shifted a bit since. 
 
There is still the concern on Iran and whether they add more supply to the 
market that is weighing on traders’ minds. 
 
If the technicals play out like they are slightly suggesting we might see USO 
breakout of the triangle pattern and make a move higher. 
 
Of course, a break of support makes the horizontal support shown vulnerable 
to be broken lower. 
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares 
 

 
 
The box trading range I pointed out last week is still prevalent. 
 
This week though, GLD is trading at the resistance of this sideways range. 
 
An options trader can anticipate a downward move from here to the support 
area of the range. 
 
This would simply trading support and resistance, WITHIN a range.  If one 
were to consider an option trade such as a long call or bear put spread one 
means of trade management, specifically where to place a technical stop is 
easier to define when trading a box range… 
 
You consider using a close above resistance as your technical stop. 
 
Trading a box range is a bit simpler in regard to assessing a price target for a 
technical target profit price… one can consider the target support:  meaning 
when it hits support that is where any profits can be consider worth taking. 
From the Desk of a CMT, WBA Case Study – When to Sell? 
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Let’s spend time with that age-old trading question, “When do I sell?” I think 
we all know buying is a piece of cake, it’s the selling that’s a challenge. Since 
we have a case study with a bit of time to expiration, I’d like to take advantage 
of that time to monitor our technical indicator for potential exit signals.  
 
As a quick recap, here’s the long call case study for WBA: 
 
• Opportunity found using the ADX ranker for stocks (Stocks  Stock 
Rankers  ADX) 
• The 3/16/2021 risk graph (date of scan) 
• The 3/16/2021 at-the-money (ATM) implied volatility (IV) chart 
• Case study exit rules 
 

 
Figure 1: Single WBA Jul 16 55 Call Case Study on 3/16/2021 
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Figure 2: >90 day IV with 200-day SMA for WBA on 3/16/2021 
 
Buy call to open at $4.20 (assume some price improvement from ask) for a net 
debit of $420. 
 
Case Study Exits: 
 
• Exit the next day for an expected profit if WBA price reaches $60 
(includes intraday price action) 
• Exit the next day for an expected loss if WBA closes below $50 
• Exit no later than 30 days to expiration, or Wednesday, Jun 16, 2021 
 
Here is the current price & risk graph for WBA (note the previous price spike 
was on 3/16/2021): 
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Figure 3: Current Price Chart for WBA with Long Jul 55 Call Risk Graph 
 
Similarly, we can see price has remained between our targets by accessing the 
backtest data on Tom’s Option Tools (Trades  Saved Trades  Backtest 
Profits). 
 

 
Figure 4: WBA Long Jul 55 Call Backtest Profits as of 4/6/2021 
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While we expect losses as WBA moved downward from March 16th to March 
25th, it’s interesting that the loss increased for the call position when price 
moved up on March 26th. I displayed the IV chart from 4/3/16 because the IV 
picture since that time is interesting. Figure 5 is a side-by-side view of WBA > 
90 ATM IV over the last 40 days and the last 500 days. 
 

 
Figure 5: WBA > 90-day ATM IV over the last 40 and 500 days, respectively 
(4/6/21) 
 
When I initially looked at the IV chart today the slow decline of IV seemed odd 
but when viewed over the longer-term it seems WBA IV may simply be 
reverting to a more typical IV range. We’ll continue to track IV as we monitor 
the case study.  
 
Downward drift is a characteristic of IV so let’s view a good old school tool – 
the options calculator – to note the impact. Figure 6 uses an IV of 35 which 
approximates the 90-day IV on 3/16/2021 with today’s closing price for WBA 
(55.70) while maintaining the Jul 16 expiration date (Options  Calculators  
Option Calculator). 
 
It’s strange, I loved accessing this calculator – it made me nostalgic and it’s 
still relevant. 
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Figure 6: Option Calculator Using WBA Data on 4/6/2021 and 35 for IV (% 
per year) 
 
• Calculator call value: $4.165 
• Market call value: $3.55 with an IV of 29.64 
 
Of course, only the market call value matters to us. The IV decline is impacting 
the case study and it’s reasonable to expect this IV drift downward to 
continue. This makes the case study more reliant on the moneyness of the 
position. That’s ok right now.  
 
Since we have the calculator up, let’s cover dividends quickly. The next ex-
dividend date for WBA is expected to be on May 17th based on its dividend 
history. We can consider the current dividend rate from the calculator 
(approximately 0.96% = 3.83/4) or the recent rate of 3.29% from the 
February dividend ($0.4675). Recall, the ex-dividend date is the first day the 
stock trades with the dividend value removed. If the position is open in mid-
May, we’ll want to observe the dividend impact too. 
 
Technical Conditions 
 
WBA is trending upward over the short-term and intermediate-term as 
objectively viewed with upward trending 20-day and 50-day simple moving 
averages (SMAs). 
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We also have an ADX that remains above 25 (we gave the ranker a little 
cushion from the 20 level). If needed, please go to the end of the article to 
view information on how to interpret the ADX. 
 

 
Figure 7: Daily Price Chart for WBA with 20-dy & 50-day SMAs and ADX, +DI, 
& -DI (4/6/2021) 
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The current chart provides a great example of the uniqueness of the +DI and -
DI; note they can both move up or down together. It’s the reset feature that 
occurs in the complex calculation covered two articles ago. It also occurs in 
late December and mid-November. The jagged action of +DI reflects price 
action that does not continue straight up with price levels above the previous 
day’s day after day. 
 
We used the ADX ranker to find stocks with newly emerging trends (bullish or 
bearish) by scanning for an ADX that moved above the 25 level in the last 3 
days. From a technical standpoint consider: 
 
• Does the original reason we entered the case study still exist? 
• Is WBA still trending according to the ADX? 
• Is WBA still bullish/trending according to other technical tools? 
 
The original reason, a trending stock according to ADX interpretation, remains 
in place. In this case it’s a bullish trend as confirmed by SMAs. 
 
How can we use the three oscillating lines in the ADX group to provide some 
alerts for the position? Consider changing your chart settings to increase the 
number of days you view WBA price action with ADX in a way that still allows 
you to see how ADX, +DI, and -DI oscillate with price. Here are some more 
questions to queue up next week’s article: 
 
• Should +DI be the primary technical driver for an alert? 
• Can +DI be used in combination with one of the other oscillators?  
• Can we set some criteria for ADX declines to define a weakening trend 
or trendless behavior? 
• Would strengthening positive price action displayed by ADX and +DI 
cause us to move our upper target price higher? 
 
There aren’t right or wrong answers for a couple of these, but really observing 
price action and ADX, +DI, -DI over time should give you some good insight. 
Consider viewing a pre-Feb 2020 chart to see if there are any differences for 
the behavior of the stock and indicators. 
 
 
Regards, Clare White, CMT 
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ADX Interpretation 
 
Remember that the ADX should be used with other technical tools and does 
not indicate trend direction, only strength. A rising ADX may indicate a 
strengthening bearish trend, so look at the stock and other indicators. 
 
An ADX line rising up above 20 signals a trending market, while an ADX line 
falling below 40 signals a non-trending environment. Key areas of movement 
for the ADX are 20 and 40, with readings below 20 suggesting a weak/no 
trend and readings above 40 suggesting a strong trend. 
 

Action Strength Market 

Rising line below 20 Very Weak Trending 

Rising line moving up above 20 Strengthening Trending 

Rising line moving up above 40 Very Strong Trending 

Divergent falling line below 40* Weakening Trending 

Falling line below 40 n/a “Trendless” Sideways 

Falling line below 20 n/a “Trendless” Sideways 

 
Table 1: Interpretation of ADX Readings 
 
Greatly appreciated, Clare! 
 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
 
 
Disclaimers 
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock 
and options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
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This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an 
actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed 
with hindsight. 
 
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or 
losses similar to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the 
completeness or accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any 
particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the 
service itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no 
circumstances will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, 
incidental, or any other type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any 
content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our 
negligence or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom 
Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and 
investment decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will 
not be liable for any investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon 
reliance on news, information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we 
believe to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to 
the accuracy, completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for 
educational and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, 
LLC are a broker/dealer. 
 
Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements.  
All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors.  
All prices in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html. 


